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SUMMARY

Every mammalian tissue exhibits daily rhythms in
gene expression to control the activation of tissue-
specific processes at the most appropriate time of
the day. Much of this rhythmic expression is thought
to be driven cell autonomously by molecular circa-
dian clocks present throughout the body. By manip-
ulating the daily rhythm of food intake in the mouse,
we here show that more than 70% of the cycling
mouse liver transcriptome loses rhythmicity under
arrhythmic feeding. Remarkably, core clock genes
are not among the 70% of genes losing rhythmic
expression, and their expression continues to
exhibit normal oscillations in arrhythmically fed
mice. Manipulation of rhythmic food intake also
alters the timing of key signaling and metabolic
pathways without altering the hepatic clock oscilla-
tions. Our findings thus demonstrate that systemic
signals driven by rhythmic food intake significantly
contribute to driving rhythms in liver gene expres-
sion and metabolic functions independently of the
cell-autonomous hepatic clock.

INTRODUCTION

Nearly every mammalian cell harbors a molecular circadian
clock that drives rhythmic gene expression to coordinate daily
cycles in metabolism, physiology, and behavior. These clocks
are synchronized to the daily environmental variation by the
master circadian pacemaker located in the suprachiasmatic nu-
cleus (SCN) of the hypothalamus, which is itself entrained to the
light:dark cycle via direct retinal innervation (Bass and Takaha-
shi, 2010; Mohawk et al., 2012). The SCN utilizes multiple cues
to synchronize peripheral clocks, including rhythms in neuronal
signaling, hormone secretion, body temperature, and food
intake (Mohawk et al., 2012). The hierarchical organization of
the circadian system positions the SCN as the master coordi-
nator of all peripheral clocks, ensuring that they are all properly
entrained to the environment and synchronized throughout the
body. Entrained peripheral clocks are thought to then regulate

rhythmic gene expression in a cell-autonomous manner to
initiate tissue-specific circadian transcriptional programs that
control the rhythmicity of biological processes (Kornmann
et al., 2007; Lamia et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2014). Experiments
using temporal-restricted feeding paradigms demonstrated
that the daily rhythm of food intake is a major synchronizing
cue for the circadian clock and circadian transcriptional pro-
grams in the liver and other peripheral tissues (Chaix et al.,
2014; Damiola et al., 2000; Hatori et al., 2012; Kawamoto
et al., 2006; Saini et al., 2013; Satoh et al., 2006; Stokkan
et al., 2001; Vollmers et al., 2009). However, recent evidence
suggests that SCN-driven cues, in particular the rhythm of
food intake, can also drive rhythmic gene expression in periph-
eral tissues without involving cell-autonomous molecular clocks
(Atger et al., 2015; Izumo et al., 2014; Mange et al., 2017; van der
Veen et al., 2006; Vollmers et al., 2009). In this study, we inves-
tigated this possibility by analyzing the role of the daily rhythm
of food intake in driving circadian hepatic functions in themouse.
We found that contrary to current models, rhythmic food intake
(RFI) drives the majority of rhythmic gene expression indepen-
dently of the cell-autonomous hepatic clock.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To characterize the contribution of RFI to circadian biology and
rhythmic gene expression, we developed a feeding system
that allows for the long-term manipulation of RFI in the mouse
(Figure 1A). This system exposes each mouse to a new feeding
compartment every 3 h.We fedmice under 3 feeding paradigms:
1/8th of the daily food intake every 3 h (arrhythmic [AR] feeding),
only at night (i.e., night-restricted [NR] feeding), or ad libitum (LB)
(Figures 1A, S1A, and S1B). As previously shown, mice fed LB in
a 12:12 h light:dark (LD12:12) cycle exhibit robust rhythms of
food intake and eat 75% of their daily food intake at night (Fig-
ures 1B, 1C, and S1B). Change to the NR or AR paradigms pro-
foundly affects the daily profile of RFI. While all mice still eat the
majority of their food at night, the amount of chow eaten during
the light phase varied considerably from 48.9% in AR-fed mice
to 0% in NR-fed mice (and 23.8% in LB-fed mice; Figures 1B
and 1C). Because AR-fed mice displayed difficulties in adapting
fully to the AR-feeding paradigm and ate less from Zeitgeber
time (ZT)6 to ZT12, we doubled the number of mice and sepa-
rated them after 5 weeks into an AR group (robust dampening
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of RFI) and dampened rhythm (DR) feeding group (less robust
dampening of RFI) (Figures 1B and 1C).

To determine if RFI manipulation alters other physiological and
behavioral rhythms, we implanted mice with telemeters and

tracked the body temperature, physical activity, and number of
water bottle licks (interpreted as drinking behavior) (Figures
1D–1F and S1C–S1E). Body temperature continued to exhibit
normal daily oscillations in AR and LBmice and was significantly
decreased by!1"C during the day in NRmice, potentially due to
the lack of feeding during the rest phase, as shown in other
studies (Damiola et al., 2000; Satoh et al., 2006) (Figures 1D
and S1C). Physical activity and drinking behavior were not
affected by changes in RFI and continued to exhibit robust oscil-
lations across the 24-h day (Figures 1E, 1F, S1D, and S1E). Thus,
mice fed AR remain behaviorally rhythmic and still exhibit a
rhythmic drive to feed when active at night, indicating that we un-
coupled the rhythm of food intake from other rhythmic behaviors
in AR-fed mice.
RFI is a potent cue for synchronizing circadian rhythms in pe-

ripheral tissues (Damiola et al., 2000; Izumo et al., 2014; Korn-
mann et al., 2007; Saini et al., 2013; Vollmers et al., 2009). To
determine if manipulation of RFI alters the rhythmic hepatic tran-
scriptome, we collected the livers of mice fed for 5 weeks under
the three different feeding paradigms in LD12:12 every 4 h for
24 h and sequenced 30 mRNA (n = 3 per paradigm and time
point). Genome-wide analysis of rhythmic gene expression, per-
formed using four independent statistical programs (see STAR
Methods for details), revealed that the number of rhythmically
expressed genes under each feeding paradigm correlates with
the amplitude of RFI (Figure 2A; Table S1). However, rhythmically
expressed genes exhibit a relatively poor overlap between
each feeding paradigm, with !1,600 and 500 genes found to
be uniquely rhythmically expressed under NR and AR feeding,
respectively (Figure 2B).
To characterize the contribution of RFI to the regulation of

rhythmic gene expression in the mouse liver, we focused our
analysis on the three major feeding paradigms (NR, LB, and
AR; see STAR Methods for details). Genes were categorized
into several groups: genes rhythmic in all three feeding para-
digms (named RRR for rhythmic in NR, LB, and AR), genes
whose decreased rhythmicity in gene expression parallels the
decreased amplitude in RFI (genes rhythmically expressed in
NR and LB, but not in AR, as well as genes rhythmic in NR
only, named respectively RRA and RAA), and genes that are
rhythmic in AR-fed mice only (named AAR). Genes rhythmic un-
der all three feeding paradigms (RRR genes) maintained a similar
phase of expression and only exhibited a small decrease in
amplitude, suggesting that RFI does not contribute much to their
transcription (Figures 2C and S2A–S2C). In contrast, genes in the
RRA and RAA categories, which represent a large fraction of the
expressed mouse liver transcriptome (n = 2,229 genes), showed
a significant dampening in gene expression with a robust
decrease in amplitude that parallels the decrease in RFI oscilla-
tion (Figures 2C and S2C). Phase analysis revealed that rhythmi-
cally expressed RRR, RRA, and RAA genes maintained a
well-correlated phase of expression across the 24-h day, yet
most rhythmic genes were consistently phase-advanced by
1–2 h in NR- and AR-fed mice when compared to LB-fed mice
(Figures S2A and S2B). Genes in the AAR category displayed
an increased rhythmicity and amplitude in gene expression
that is inversely correlated with the amplitude of RFI oscillation.
Many of the AAR genes peak at a uniform phase at the end of
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Figure 1. Mice Fed AR Remain Behaviorally Rhythmic
(A) Overview of the feeding system. An 8-compartment food dispenser is

placed on a 24-h timer and capped by a lid such that only one compartment is

accessible at a time.

(B) Average food eaten from each of the eight compartments for 7 consecutive

days in mice acclimated to their feeding paradigm for 4 weeks (mean ± SEM;

n = 18 per paradigm). AR, arrhythmic feeding (red); DR, dampened feeding

rhythm (orange); LB, ad libitum feeding (black); NR, night-restricted feeding

(gray).

(C) Quantification of the food eaten during the day and night (mean ± SEM;

n = 18 per paradigm. # indicates a significant difference in food eaten during

the day versus the night before and after adaptation to feeding paradigms (p

value < 0.05, repeated-measures two-way ANOVA).

(D–F) Rhythms of body temperature (D), physical activity (E), and lick counts

(drinking behavior) (F) for 7 consecutive days (n = 7–8 per feeding paradigm).

The yellow bar indicates time of dispenser change-out at ZT8. Shading rep-

resents the SEM.
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the night and/or beginning of the day in AR-fed mice, potentially
indicating activation by a single pathway and/or transcription
factor (Figure S2D). Pathway enrichment analysis indicates that
AAR genes are involved in xenobiotic metabolism, response to
infection, and protein processing in the endoplasmic reticulum
(Figure S2E). While the mechanisms underlying their rhythmic
expression are unclear, we suspect that most AAR genes exhibit
a peak of expression at the end of the night and/or beginning of
the day in AR-fed mice in response to insufficient food intake at
night compared to the physiological drive to feed. Taken
together, these data indicate that the amplitude of RFI signifi-
cantly contributes to the genome-wide oscillation in gene
expression and that more than 70% of the cycling hepatic tran-
scriptome under LB feeding lose rhythmicity in mice fed AR.
Rhythmic gene expression in the mouse liver is thought to be

mostly driven by the hepatic circadian clock in a cell-autono-
mous manner (Kornmann et al., 2007; Lamia et al., 2008; Vollm-
ers et al., 2009). To determine if the hepatic molecular clock is
responsible for the RFI-dependent decrease in rhythmic gene
expression, we examined the expression of core clock genes.
We found that all core clock genes were in the RRR category
(Figures 3A and S3A; Table S2), thus suggesting that the core
molecular clock in the liver is not affected by RFI manipulation
and that it does not significantly contribute to the RFI-mediated
changes in RRA and RAA gene expression.
Based on these results, we hypothesized that the rhythmic

expression of RRA and RAA genes is mostly driven by RFI, and
that the 324 RRR genes are the only genes predominantly regu-
lated by the hepatic clock. To test this hypothesis, we deter-
mined if clock-deficient mice fed only at night could maintain
the rhythmic expression of RRA and RAA genes, but not RRR
genes. To this end, we analyzed a public mouse liver RNA
sequencing (RNA-seq) dataset in which wild-type and Bmal1#/#

mice were fed only at night (Atger et al., 2015). Visualization of
gene expression revealed that most RRR genes lose rhythmicity
inBmal1#/#mice, confirming that RRR genes rely on a functional
clock for rhythmic expression (Figure 3B). Interestingly, RRR
genes peaking at the end of the night and/or beginning of the
day in wild-type mice become constitutively expressed at high
levels in Bmal1#/# mice, whereas those peaking at the end of
the day/beginning of the night become constitutively expressed
at low levels (Figures 3B and S3B). These results are consistent
with direct transcriptional control by CLOCK:BMAL1, which
binds DNA more potently in the middle of the day and whose
direct target genes exhibit a similar pattern of expression in
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Figure 2. Manipulation of RFI Impairs Rhythmic Gene Expression in
the Mouse Liver
(A) Number of rhythmically expressed genes in the liver ofmice fed AR (red), LB

(black), or only at night (NR; gray). See STAR Methods for details about the

statistical analysis.

(B) Overlap of rhythmically expressed genes among the three feeding

paradigms.

(C) Top: averaged food eaten profile. Shading represents the SEM. Bottom:

heatmap of standardized expression for four categories: RRR (genes rhythmic

in NR-, LB-, and AR-fedmice; 324 genes), RRA (genes rhythmic in NR- and LB-

fed mice and arrhythmic in AR-fed mice; 555 genes), RAA (genes rhythmic in

NR-fedmice only; 1,674 genes), and AAR (genes rhythmic in AR-fedmice only;

495 genes). Data for each column are grouped by time point (n = 3 per time

point) and plotted from left to right by increasing time point starting at ZT2.

Rows are sorted according to the peak phase in LB (RRR and RRA), NR (RAA),

or AR (AAR). Expression and averaged feeding data for the DR mice (damp-
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considered for analysis.
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(A) Expression of the core clock genesBmal1,Clock,Cry1, andPer1 in the liver of mice fed AR (red), LB (black), and only at night (NR; gray) (mean ±SEM; n = 3 per
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(B) Standardizedmouse liver gene expression for wild-type and Bmal1#/#mice fed only at night, derived from a public dataset (Atger et al., 2015). The RRR, RRA,

and RRA categories are represented as in Figure 2C with the same number and ordering of genes (n = 4 per time point for wild-type mice, n = 2 per time point for
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(C) Quantification of the median standardized expression for the RRR, RRA, and RAA categories at each time point, binned by 4-h windows of phase and shown

for the ZT20–ZT24 bin. Error bars represent the 95% confidence interval. A figure including bins covering the 24-h day is provided as Figure S3B.

(D) Cumulative distributions of log-transformed p values for differential rhythmicity in gene expression between AR and NR feeding paradigms (left) and between

WT and Bmal1#/# backgrounds. p values were obtained from the HANOVA (ANOVA applied on harmonic regression) metric of DODR analysis (Thaben and
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Bmal1#/# mice (Trott and Menet, 2018). On the other hand, visu-
alization of RRA and RAA genes in the liver of Bmal1#/# mice fed
only at night revealed that most of these genes are expressed
rhythmically, indicating that their rhythmic expression is driven
by RFI and not by the hepatic clock (Figures 3B and 3C). Quan-
tification of standardized gene expression binned by phase
confirmed these results; RRR genes exhibit strong effects in
median gene expression in response to Bmal1 knockout, but
not to changes in RFI amplitude, whereas, conversely, RAA
genes (and to a lesser extent RRA genes) show little to no
response in Bmal1#/# mice but exhibit strong effects under
manipulation of RFI (Figures 3C and S3B).

To further unveil the relative contribution of the hepatic clock
versus RFI in initiating rhythmic gene expression in the mouse
liver, we performed a statistical analysis of differential rhyth-
micity using the detection of differential rhythmicity (DODR) pro-
gram (Thaben and Westermark, 2016). Comparison of rhythmic
expression between NR-fed and AR-fed mice revealed that
most genes in the RRA and RAA categories are affected by
RFI manipulation and that the RRR genes were less affected
(Figure 3D). However, the effects of RFI on RRR genes were
significantly higher than background (calculated using genes ar-
rhythmically expressed in all three feeding paradigms [AAA]),
indicating that rhythmic expression of clock-controlled genes
is still partially affected by RFI. Analysis of differential rhythmicity
between wild-type and Bmal1#/# mice fed only at night also
confirmed that genes in the RRR category were more affected
by the disruption of molecular clock than genes in the RRA and
RAA categories, which are at a level very close to that of the
background and barely affected by Bmal1 knockout. Interest-
ingly, genes whose rhythmic expression is preferentially regu-
lated by RFI rather than by the clock (DODR NR- versus AR-fed
mice, p % 0.05; DODR wild-type versus Bmal1#/# mice, p >
0.05) exhibit a phase distribution in NR-fed Bmal1#/# mice that
is well correlated with the phase distribution in NR-fed wild-
type mice yet globally phase-advanced by 1–2 h (Figure S3C).
This suggests that feeding time alone can set the phase distribu-
tion of a large fraction of the cycling transcriptome in a clock-
deficient mouse similarly to the phase distribution observed in
a wild-type mouse and that the circadian clock delays the
RFI-driven distribution of rhythmic gene expression by 1–2 h.
Taken together, our data demonstrate that the rhythmicity of
most genes in the mouse liver is predominantly driven by the

rhythm of food intake and that the rhythmicity of only a few
hundred genes is directly controlled by the cell-autonomous
hepatic clock.
Results from the analyses of differential rhythmicity prompted

us to identify rhythmic genes regulated by RFI, the hepatic clock,
or both. As expected, almost all core clock genes were affected
by Bmal1 knockout, but not by RFI manipulation, confirming that
the molecular clock oscillations are resilient to changes in RFI
amplitude (Figures 3D and S3A). However, this was not the
case for Per1 and Per2, which are the entry point for the entrain-
ment of mammalian circadian clocks (Albrecht et al., 2001;
Maywood et al., 1999; Shearman et al., 1997). Per1 rhythmic
expression was not affected by the molecular clock disruption
or RFI manipulation and continued to oscillate normally in both
NR-fed Bmal1#/# mice and AR-fed wild-type mice (Figures 3A
and S3A). Per2 rhythmic expression was only affected by RFI
manipulation, with decreased amplitude and a phase advance
of 2.8 h from LB (Figure S3A), which is consistent with reports
showing that Per2 expression is driven by systemic signals and
not by the hepatic clock (Kornmann et al., 2007). In addition, ex-
amination of four known BMAL1 target genes encoding rate-
limiting enzymes showed that their rhythmic expression in the
liver, which is assumed to driven by the hepatic clock, relies on
RFI (Doi et al., 2010; Hatanaka et al., 2010; Kaasik and Lee,
2004; Ramsey et al., 2009) (Figures 3E and 3F). Interestingly,
the rhythmic expression of Gys2 and Nampt is also impaired in
NR-fed Bmal1#/# mice, indicating that their rhythmic expression
is controlled by both the hepatic clock and RFI (Figure 3E).
However, Cpt1a and Alas1 continue to cycle with similar phases
and amplitudes in NR-fed Bmal1#/# mice, suggesting that their
rhythmic expression is driven by RFI and not the hepatic clock
despite being CLOCK:BMAL1 target genes (Figure 3F).
The cell-autonomous hepatic clock is thought to drive rhyth-

mic gene expression to temporally separate incompatible
biochemical and metabolic processes (Panda, 2016). Our find-
ings that the rhythmic expression of several rate-limiting
enzymes, which were thought to be directly regulated by the
hepatic clock, actually relies on the rhythm of food intake promp-
ted us to examine at the genome-wide level the genes and path-
ways that are regulated by RFI, the hepatic clock, or both.
Remarkably, many metabolic pathways known to be rhythmic
in the mouse liver were found to be regulated by RFI (Abbon-
dante et al., 2016; Eckel-Mahan et al., 2012) (Figure 4A;

Figure 4. RFI Contributes to the Timing of Metabolic and Signaling Pathways Independently of the Hepatic Clock
(A) Pathway enrichment for the RRR, RRA, and RAA genes (see Figure 2C) based on whether their rhythmic expression is significantly affected by Bmal1

knockout, RFI manipulation, or both.

(B) Blood glucose levels at 6 time points (n = 12 mice per feeding paradigm; mean ± SEM).

(C) Blood glucose levels before injection of insulin (t = 0) and every 30 min after injection (mean ± SEM; n = 12 per feeding paradigm). 10 out of the 12 AR-fed mice

were catatonic at t = 90 and rescued with an injection of 20% glucose (see STAR Methods).

(D) Hepatic glycogen levels (n = 3 per feeding paradigm and time point; mean ± SEM; two-way ANOVA interaction p value). The asterisks indicate p < 0.05

(one-way ANOVA).

(E) Schematic of the glycogenesis and lipogenesis pathways in mammals. Rate-limiting enzymes and key genes are displayed.

(F–J) Liver mRNA expression (mean ±SEM; n = 3 per timepoint) in AR-, LB-, and NR-fedmice for glycogen phosphorylase Pygl (F), the glucose transportersGlut2

and Glut4 (G), the rate-limiting enzymes for lipogenesis and cholesterol biosynthesis (H), the lipogenic transcription factor Srebf1 and its co-regulator, Insig1 (I),

and paralog genes involved in glycogenesis and lipogenesis but showing a different response to RFI manipulation (J). For each gene, the DODR p value for AR

versus NR analysis and the rhythmic category are shown.

(K) Protein expression in the liver of AR-, LB-, and NR-fed mice for phosphorylated and total mTOR and Erk1 and ERK2.

(L) Graphical model showing that RFI drives upward of 70% of the cycling transcripts in the mouse liver.
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Table S3). Many of them are involved in the regulation of carbo-
hydrate and lipid metabolism and include, for example, choles-
terol and glycogen synthesis. This therefore suggests that RFI
may contribute to the temporal coordination of metabolic path-
ways in the mouse liver without affecting the hepatic clock.
Based on the pathways influenced by RFI, we first examined if

RFI manipulation impairs circulating blood glucose level, which
is circadian and at trough levels at the dark:light transition in
rodents (La Fleur et al., 1999). We found that AR-fed mice exhibit
an inverted rhythm in blood glucose levels when compared to
NR-fed mice (Figure 4B). Since responses to boluses of insulin
or glucose are also clock controlled (la Fleur et al., 2001), we per-
formed an insulin tolerance test (ITT) at ZT2, i.e., when blood
glucose levels are similar among the three groups and differ-
ences between groups cannot be confounded by differences
in blood glucose levels prior to insulin injection. Surprisingly,
AR-fed mice were insulin hypersensitive. 83% (10 of 12) mice
displayed hypoglycemia and catatonia 90 min after insulin injec-
tion and had to be rescued by a glucose injection, whereas
LB- and NR-fed mice recovered with minimal problems (Fig-
ure 4C). Because the rate-limiting enzyme for glycogen synthesis
(glycogen synthase or Gys2) is arrhythmically expressed in
AR-fedmice (Ishikawa and Shimazu, 1976; Zani et al., 2013) (Fig-
ure 3F), we examined whether the hypersensitivity to insulin in
AR-fed mice may be due to abnormal reserves of glycogen, re-
sulting in impaired restoration of circulating blood glucose levels
following insulin injection. Quantification of hepatic glycogen
revealed that the rhythm of glycogen levels in the liver is damp-
ened in AR-fed mice (Figure 4D). Examination of the rhythmic
expression of glycogen phosphorylase (Pygl), which codes for
the enzyme responsible for glycogen breakdown in the liver, re-
vealed that both catabolism and anabolism of glycogen is
affected by RFI (Figures 4E and 4F). In addition, the expression
of Glut2 (aka Slc2a2), the main glucose transporter in hepato-
cytes, also shows a phase advance of 5.2 h from LB, suggesting
that the availability of cellular glucose is shifted under AR feeding
(Leturque et al., 2005) (Figure 4G). The expression of the glucose
transporter Glut4 (aka Slc2a4), which is found primarily in adi-
pose tissues and striated muscle, is also strongly upregulated
at the light:dark transition in the liver of AR-fed mice (Huang
and Czech, 2007) (Figure 4G).
Considering the possibility that intracellular glucose may be

repurposed through lipogenesis instead of glycogenesis, we in-
spected the expression of rate-limiting lipogenic enzymes
(Figure 4E) and found that their expression was strongly impaired
under AR feeding. While they are rhythmically transcribed with a
peak at the end of the night in LB- andNR-fedmice, their expres-
sion is arrhythmic and almost out-of-phase in AR-fed mice (Fig-
ure 4H). Importantly, expression of the master lipogenic
transcription factor Srebf1 and its co-regulator, Insig1, is also
phase advanced in AR-fed mice, suggesting that glycogenesis
and lipogenesis occur simultaneously in AR-fed mice, whereas
they normally occur sequentially in the liver of rhythmically fed
mice (Figure 4I). Further investigation of the glycogenesis and
lipogenesis pathways also revealed that paralog genes with
similar rhythmic expression profiles in ad-libitum-fed mice
exhibit a different response to RFI manipulation, i.e., only one
of the two paralogs becomes arrhythmically expressed in AR-fed

mice (Figures 4J and S4A). This feature, which includes genes
involved in fatty acid elongation (Elovl3 and Elovl6), regulation
of glycogen synthesis (Ppp1r3b and Ppp1r3c), and response to
insulin (Insig1 and Insig2), further suggests that disruption of
RFI can strongly impair the temporal organization of metabolic
processes despite a functional cell-autonomous hepatic clock
(Figures 4J and S4A).
To get insights into the mechanisms underlying the loss of

rhythmic gene expression in AR-fed mice, we investigated the
rhythmic activity of two major signaling pathways implicated in
metabolism, mTOR and ERK1 and Erk2. While the total levels
of mTOR and ERK1 and Erk2 proteins remains constant under
all three feeding paradigms, we found that the rhythmic activa-
tion of these proteins via phosphorylation is strongly impaired
in AR-fed mice (Figure 4K). Specifically, while the activity of
ERK1, ERK2, and mTOR pathways are almost antiphasic in
LB- and NR-fed mice, they occur coincidently throughout the
24-h day in AR-fed mice (Figure 4K). This suggests that the
downstream targets of the mTOR, and ERK1 and ERK2 path-
ways, which include several metabolic transcription factors,
may contribute to the loss of rhythmic gene expression in the
livers of AR-fed mice. Taken together, our findings thus indicate
that alteration in the rhythm of feeding can lead to observable
changes in signaling and metabolic pathways without affecting
the circadian clock (Figure 4L).
We have demonstrated that RFI drives the majority of

rhythms in hepatic gene expression and contributes to the
timing of signaling and metabolic pathways independently of
the cell-autonomous molecular clock. It remains unknown,
however, if the effects mediated by AR feeding on glucose
metabolism and lipogenesis are independent of the hepatic
circadian clock or if they originate from a desynchronization be-
tween clock-driven and RFI-driven rhythmic gene expression.
Nevertheless, our findings that most of the rhythmic hepatic
transcriptome is controlled by signals that originate from the
SCN-driven rhythm of food intake rather than by the cell-auton-
omous hepatic clock raise the possibility that the contribution
of RFI to rhythmic gene expression extends to other tissues
and that other SCN-driven cues may also participate in driving
peripheral rhythmic gene expression. Our data also suggest
that the master circadian clock in the SCN does not act solely
to synchronize peripheral circadian clocks but instead contrib-
utes more generally to circadian transcriptional programs
body-wide.
Reports that liver- and other tissue-specific clock-deficient

mice exhibit substantial dysregulation of rhythmic gene expres-
sion and recapitulate some of the phenotypes observed in
whole-body clock-deficient mice, yet continue to eat rhythmi-
cally, indicate that clock-driven and RFI-driven transcriptional
programs are likely intertwined. While the underlying mecha-
nisms remain unclear, they may include the regulation of
nutrients uptake from the portal vein or secretion of metabolites
by the hepatic clock, further leading to an interdependent rela-
tionship between RFI and the cell-autonomous clock that helps
maintain organismal health (Kornmann et al., 2007; Lamia
et al., 2008). Finally, disruption of the clock has been shown to
have far-reaching effects on aging and response to therapeutics,
among others (Gorbacheva et al., 2005; Kondratov et al., 2006).
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Our findings indicate that these effects could potentially be
ameliorated through control of RFI, introducing an aspect of
chronotherapy not yet explored.
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STAR+METHODS

KEY RESOURCES TABLE

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

Rabbit anti-mTOR Cell Signaling Technology Cat #2972; RRID:AB_330978

Rabbit anti-phospho-mTOR Ser2448 Cell Signaling Technology Cat #2971; RRID:AB_330970

Rabbit anti-p44/42 MAPK Cell Signaling Technology Cat #9102; RRID:AB_330744

Rabbit anti-phospho-p44/42 MAPK Thr202/Tyr204 Cell Signaling Technology Cat #4376; RRID:AB_331772

Donkey anti-Rabbit IgG secondary GE Healthcare Cat #NA934; RRID:AB_772206

Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins

TRIzol reagent ThermoFisher Cat #15596026

Isopropanol EMD Millipore Cat #PX1835-2

Ethanol VWR Cat #89125-176

Acid-Phenol/Chloroform, ph 4.5 ThermoFisher Cat #AM9722

Chloroform ThermoFisher Cat #BP11451

Sodium acetate ThermoFisher Cat #AM9740

HEPES Acros Cat #75227-39-3

Glycerol Sigma Cat #G5516

EDTA Sigma Cat #E9884

Triton X-100 Sigma Cat #T8787

NP-40 ThermoFisher Cat #85124

DTT Sigma Cat #D9779

Phosphatase Inhibitor Cocktail ThermoFisher Cat #PI88266

Protease Inhibitor Cocktail ThermoFisher Cat #A32965

Sodium lauryl sulfate ThermoFisher Cat #S529-500

D-(+)-Glucose Sigma Cat #50-99-7

Critical Commercial Assays

Glucose Assay Reagent Sigma Cat #G3293

QuantSeq 30 mRNA-Seq Library Prep Kit Lexogen Cat #015.2X96

Glucometer CVS Cat #968574

BCA1 Kit Sigma Cat #B9643

QuantiFluor ssRNA Promega Cat #E3310

Deposited Data

30 mRNA-Seq Feeding Data This paper GEO: GSE118967

RNA-Seq Bmal1#/# Data Atger et al., 2015 GEO: GSE73554

Raw data: Mendeley This paper https://doi.org/10.17632/t7gnz745kw.1

Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains

Mouse: C57BL/6NCrl Charles River Laboratories Strain #027

Software and Algorithms

ShortRead (Morgan et al., 2009) NA

STAR (Dobin et al., 2013) NA

GenomicRanges (Lawrence et al., 2013) NA

F24 (Wijnen et al., 2005) NA

HarmonicRegression (L€uck et al., 2014) NA

MetaCycle (Wu et al., 2016) NA

RAIN (Thaben and Westermark, 2014) NA

DODR (Thaben and Westermark, 2016) NA

HOMER (Heinz et al., 2010) NA

(Continued on next page)
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CONTACT FOR REAGENT AND RESOURCE SHARING

Requests for further information or reagents should be directed to the Lead Contact, Jerome S. Menet (menet@bio.tamu.edu).

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Animals
C57BL/6male mice were ordered fromCharles River Laboratories (ages ranging from 43 to 49 days old), andmaintained in individual
cages on a 12 h light:12 h dark cycle (LD12:12) with a room temperature of 22 ± 1"C. Animals were semi-randomly assigned to
feeding groups such that starting body weight between all 3 feeding groups (NR, LB, AR) was not significantly different by one-
way ANOVA (n = 20 mice per group). All animals were used in accordance with the guidelines set forth by the Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee of Texas A&M University (AUP #2016-0199).

METHOD DETAILS

Design of the feeding system
The feeding system we developed relies on an 8-compartment clear plastic round organizer (# PB8301, JewelrySupply) that is posi-
tioned on the top of a 24-hour timer (# 15119, General Electric), and stabilized by four screws drilled on the top of the timer and which
get inserted between the organizer’s compartments. The timer and food dispenser are inserted in a 4’’ PVC pipe (# 531103,
Home Depot), and capped such that mice have access to one compartment every 3 hours (4’’ ABS Insert Test Cap with Knockout,
#39103/33463, Home Depot). The whole system is then inserted in a standard mouse cage (N10 mouse cage, 7 1∕2’’ x 11 1∕2’’ x 5,’’
#N10PLF, Ancare) drilled to accommodate the 4’’ PVC pipe. The entire cage/timer/pipe system is further stabilized by a custom-
made support made of 1/4’’ gray PVC (USPlastic), and connected to electric power using an extension cord (#145-017, HomeDepot).
Pilot experiments were performed to ensure that the timer was effectively doing one full rotation every 24 hours, and that mice were

not hoarding food pellets. We found that putting an excess of food in each compartment (typically at the beginning of the experiment
to habituate mouse to the feeding system) was associated with increased hoarding behavior, and that decreasing amounts of food to
1.5 g or less in each compartment extinguished the hoarding behavior.

Manipulation of the rhythm of food intake
Micewere fed with dustless precision pellets of 45mg/pellet (# F0165 BioServ). Pellets are composed of 21.3%protein, 3.8% fat, 4%
fibers, 8.1% ash, 54% carbohydrates, and < 10% moisture. One gram of pellet is equivalent to 3.35 kcal.
Upon arrival, mice were randomly assigned to their final feeding paradigm (ad libitum, arrhythmic, or night-restricted feeding), and

housed individually in their cages with ad libitum access to food and water for one week without using the feeding system to allow
them to acclimate to their new surroundings (excess of food in one compartment, timer unplugged). After one week, all mice were fed
with ad libitum access to food using the rotating food compartments (1.5 g per compartment) to allow them to acclimate to the
feeding mechanism and to calculate the daily amount of food eaten for each mouse (baseline level of food intake). After this full
week under ad libitum feeding, we progressively adjusted the amounts of food available in each compartment for the arrhythmi-
cally-fed (AR) and night-restricted-fed (NR) mice every few days such that, after 2 weeks, all mice were on their final feeding para-
digms (considered as week 0 for time of exposure to the feeding paradigm). We subjected mice to this progressive transition
because sharp transition to AR- or NR-feeding paradigm results in a transitory decrease in the daily amount of food ingested per
day, and a decrease in body weight. For all experiments, ad libitum (LB) mice had an excess of food placed within each compartment
of the container (1.5 g), such that they never lacked for food. AR-fed mice had their daily food intake split evenly among the

Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Other

Disposable Pellet Mixers and Cordless Motor VWR Cat #47747-358

Nitrocellulose Blotting Membrane GE Healthcare Cat #10600001

45mg dustless precision pellet Bio-Serv Cat F0165

G2 E-Mitter Starr Life Sciences NA

PVC Sheet USPlastic Cat #45095

Feeding Container JewelrySupply Cat #PB8301

24-hour Timer General Electric Cat #15119

4’’ PVC Tube Home Depot Cat #531103

4’’ Cap Home Depot Cat #39103/33463
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8 compartments. NR-fed mice had their daily food split evenly among the 4 compartments corresponding to the night. All mice had
ad libitum access to water.

Food containers were changed every day at ZT8 (3pm). Records of food placed within each compartment for each mouse, as well
as food remaining after retrieving the container, were made to keep track of how much each mouse ate every 3 hours. Every 2 days,
the total amount of food eaten by eachmousewas assessed and potentially increased or decreased in order tomaintainmice on their
feeding paradigms. For example, mice on controlled feeding (AR or NR) that ate all pellets for two consecutive days were given two
more pellets in opposite compartments such that their daily profile of food eaten did not change in rhythmicity. Similarly, mice that
consistently had 4 or more pellets remaining for two consecutive days were given two less pellets, one each in opposite compart-
ments. The intent was to end each day with 1-2 pellets remaining in total for each mouse, indicating that the mouse was calorically
satisfied without either a suspicion of starvation or an excess of food available.

Behavioral analysis
Mice aged 43-49 days were implanted with a sterile G2 E-Mitter (Starr Life Sciences) into the peritoneal cavity while anesthetized
under a steady flow of 2% isoflurane in 100% O2. Slow release Buprenorphine (1mg/kg) was injected interperitoneally beforehand
for pain relief. Mice were allowed to recover for 2 weeks before testing of the data collection system. Final data shown in the
manuscript were collected for 1week 3months post-surgery. Data were collected over 10-minute intervals and binned into 30minute
intervals for analysis. Data collected during the first hour of recording was discarded to avoid bias from system initialization.

RNA extraction and processing
After 5 weeks of exposure to AR-, LB-, or NR-feeding paradigm, mice were anesthetized with isoflurane, decapitated, and the liver
collected. The left lateral lobe was cut into three equivalent-sized pieces for RNA processing, with the remainder of the liver stored
together. All collected tissues were flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at#80"C. One third of the left lateral lobe of the liver was
used for RNA extraction and purification. RNA was extracted from frozen tissue using TRIzol and following manufacturer’s recom-
mendations. Briefly, the frozen tissue was mixed with 300mL of TRIzol reagent, homogenized using a pellet mixer, and the volume
brought to 1mL with 700mL of TRIzol reagent. 200mL chloroform was added, and the solution shaken and centrifuged at 12,000 g
for 15 minutes at 4"C. The aqueous phase was extracted and added to an equivalent amount of isopropanol. The resulting solution
was that centrifuged at 12,000 g for 10 minutes at 4"C, and the RNA pellet was washed with 1mL of 75% ethanol before being
resuspended with 25mL RNase-free deionized water. Total RNA was then purified with an acid phenol/chloroform extraction,
and precipitated by ethanol precipitation. The RNA pellet was then washed with 75% ethanol as described above, and finally
resuspended in 25mL. Samples were quantified with a NanoDrop-1000 and with the Promega QuantiFluor ssRNA system, and qual-
ity / integrity of total RNA was assessed by gel electrophoresis.

Library generation and sequencing
RNA-Seq libraries were generated using the Lexogen QuantSeq 30mRNA-Seq Library Prep Kit following manufacturer instructions,
with 2 mg of total RNA used as startingmaterial. cDNAwas PCR-amplified for 12 cycles followingmanufacturer recommendations for
mouse liver tissue. Libraries were multiplexed in equimolar concentrations and sequenced in two runs using an Illumina NextSeq
500 platform (Brandeis University, USA).

Data processing
Sequenced reads were pre-processed with the R package ShortRead (Morgan et al., 2009) to remove the first 12nt, remove low-
quality bases at the 30 end, trim poly-A tails and embedded poly-A sequences, and remove all reads under 36nt in length. Reads
were aligned to the mm10 transcriptome, assembly GRCm38.p4, with the STAR aligner(Dobin et al., 2013) version 2.5.2b with
options–outSAMstrandField intronMotif–quantMode GeneCounts–outFilterIntronMotifs RemoveNoncanonical. Secondary align-
ments were removed with samtools view -F 0x100. Read counts were summarized with the function countOverlaps from the
R package GenomicRanges (Lawrence et al., 2013) and normalized by library size to a total of 1 million reads per library, resulting
in a matrix of transcripts per million (TPM). Normalization to gene size was not performed, as we performed 30-mRNA sequencing.
Finally, only genes with greater than 1TPM in at least 36 of the 72 samples were kept to form the final count matrix with 11536 genes.

To ensure quantification of the same transcriptome annotations between our dataset and that of Atger et al., 2015, RNASeq
data were downloaded from GEO, accession ID GSE73552. Reads were mapped to the mm10 transcriptome, assembly
GRCm38.p4, using the STAR aligner version 2.5.2b with options–outSAMstrandField intronMotif–quantMode GeneCounts–
outFilterIntronMotifs RemoveNoncanonical–outSAMtype BAM SortedByCoordinate–seedSearchStartLmax 15–clip3pAdapterSeq
TGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGGAACTCCAGTCAC–outReadsUnmapped Fastx, to replicate the original mapping procedure. Sec-
ondary alignments were removed with samtools view -F 0x100. Read counts were summarized with countOverlaps from Genomi-
cRanges and normalized to FPKM values using DESeq2 (Love et al., 2014).

Rhythmicity analysis
Rhythmic analysis of the three major feeding paradigms (NR, LB, and AR) was performed with four programs: F24 (Wijnen et al.,
2005), MetaCycle (Wu et al., 2016), HarmonicRegression (L€uck et al., 2014), and RAIN (Thaben and Westermark, 2014). DR was
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not included in rhythmic analysis or used to form categories, but is shown in Figure 2C to examine the effects of a feeding rhythm
intermediate between LB and AR on rhythmic gene expression. Program-specific settings were as follows:

F24: iterations = 10000
MetaCycle: adjustPhase = ‘predictedPer’, combinePvalue = ‘fisher’
HarmonicRegression: normalize = FALSE
RAIN: period = 24, deltat = 4, nr.series = 3, peak.border = c(0.2, 0.8), method = ‘independent’

Resulting p values were adjusted using the Benjamini-Hochberg methodwithin the p.adjust function available in base R (Benjamini
and Hochberg, 1995) to control for the false-discovery rate (FDR). Genes that were found to be rhythmic (BH-adjusted p value –aka
q-value–% 0.05) in at least 2 of the 4 rhythmic programs per feeding paradigmwere considered as rhythmic for that feeding paradigm
(Table S1). The rhythmic amplitude (rAMP) as reported by MetaCycle was taken for all genes within each category and feeding
paradigm.

Western blotting
Frozen liver tissue was incubated in 300 mL of ice-cold RBS buffer (20mM HEPES, 50mM KCl, 10% glycerol, 2mM EDTA, 1% Triton
X-100, 0.4% NP-40, 1X phosphatase inhibitor cocktail, 1mM DTT, and 1X Protease inhibitor cocktail) and homogenized on ice.
Homogenate was centrifuged at 4"C for 10 minutes at high speed and the supernatant extracted. Protein abundance was quantified
with the BCA1 kit (Sigma-Aldrich #B9643) following manufacturer instructions. Samples were run on SDS-PAGE gels and semi-dry
transferred to a nitrocellulosemembrane. Antibody information can be found in the STARMethods section. All of themwere used at a
concentration of 1:1000.

Glycogen assay
Hepatic glycogen was quantified through a method modified from Zhang et al., 2014 (Zhang, 2012). In brief, measured amounts of
crushed frozen tissue were placed into tubes containing 500 mL of 2M HCl (sample) or 2M NaOH (control) and heated on a hot block
set to 95"C for one hour, shaken at 10 minute intervals. An equivalent amount of 2M NaOH (for samples) or 2M HCl (for controls) was
added to neutralize the acidic and basic conditions, followed by centrifugation at 20000 g for 10 minutes. 10 mL was used for quan-
tification with the Glucose Assay Reagent, following manufacturer specifications, with a 0.5mM solution of dextrose used as a
standard. Total glycogen was quantified by subtracting the signal of the undigested control from the digested sample and normal-
izing to the standard signal and tissue weight. Each batch (1 rhythm of each feeding paradigm) was normalized such that the total
signal was equivalent between batches.

Blood glucose assay
0.5mmof the tail tip of eachmouse was removed and blood collected in a 25 mL capillary until approximately half full. Each time point
was spaced 3 days apart to avoid causing anemia from blood loss. Collected blood was expelled into a sodium heparin-coated
microfuge tube, sealed, and shaken in order to coat the blood with heparin and prevent congealing. Samples were centrifuged at
10000 g for 5 minutes and blood plasma collected from the upper layer. Plasma glucose was measured using a glucometer (CVS
Health #968574). The lowest value that the glucometer could report was 20mg/dL (anything under this was reported as ‘Low’),
and so samples under this threshold were recorded as 20.

Insulin tolerance test
Food containers and water bottles were removed from each cage at ZT22, i.e., 4 hours before insulin injection. 5IU/kg body weight of
insulin (Novalin R) was injected at ZT2. Blood was collected from the tail tip of eachmouse just prior to injection and every 30minutes
afterward for 2 hours, and glucosemeasured as described for the blood glucose assay. 83% (10 of 12) of AR-fedmice were catatonic
and unresponsive at the 90-minute collection time (responsiveness determined by testing the toe pinch reflex), and were rescued
after blood collection at that time with an injection of 20% glucose at 0.1mL/10 g mouse. As a result, blood from AR-fed mice
was not collected at the 120-minute mark.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistical analyses were performed using core R functions. Plots of feeding-related gene expression (Figures 3A, 3E, 3F, 4F–4J, and
S3A) are displayed as mean TPM ± s.e.m, n = 3 mice per time point and feeding paradigm. Plots of gene expression profiles orig-
inating from the Atger et al., 2015 datasets (Figures 3E, 3F, S3A, and S4A) are displayed as mean FPKM ± s.e.m., n = 4 mice per
time point for wild-type mice and n = 2 mice per time point for Bmal1#/# mice. Differences between groups (n = 18) in Figure 1C
were analyzed with a repeated-measures two-way ANOVA, with BeforejAfter and DayjNight as factors. # denotes a significant
interaction (p value < 0.05). Quantification of physiological data (Figures 1D–1F) was performed by binning data into 30 minute
intervals and is represented as mean ± s.e.m. with n = 7-8 mice per feeding paradigm. Differences between the three physiological
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measurements were determined through pairwise t tests between matching measurements (e.g., the body temperature during the
day in NR-fed mice was only compared to the body temperature during the day in AR- and LB-fed mice).

Comparisons of rhythmic amplitude between feeding paradigms and rhythmic categories (Figure 2B) was performed by taking the
relative amplitude (rAMP) reported by MetaCycle (Wu et al., 2016) for all genes within each of the four categories, and sorted by
feeding paradigm. Differences in rAMP between groups were determined by a Kruskal-Wallis test within each rhythmic category
followed by a post hoc Wilcoxon pairwise test with the Bonferroni correction.

Differential rhythmicity, detected as changes in peak phase and/or rhythmic amplitude, was testedwithin the two different datasets
using DODR (Thaben and Westermark, 2016). In the rhythmic feeding dataset, AR was tested against NR. In the dataset from Atger
et al., 2015, wild-type was tested against Bmal1#/#. In both cases, genes were considered significant if the p value of the resulting
HANOVA test was less than or equal to 0.05. Differences in response to AR versus NR and WT versus Bmal1#/# between rhythmic
categories were compared with pairwise Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests and are plotted as the log10-transformed p values versus the
cumulative distribution of p values within each group (Figure 3D).

Comparisons between the feeding dataset and the dataset from Atger et al., 2015 (Figures 3C and S3B) were performed by binning
all genes within the RRR, RRA, RAA, and AAR categories by phase into 6 bins representing 4 hours each, starting with ZT0. Expres-
sion data for each gene within both datasets was standardized to z-scores, and plotted as the median within each bin ± 95%
confidence interval.

Blood glucose levels (Figure 4B) and insulin tolerance blood glucose levels (Figure 4C) were tested with a repeated-measures two-
way ANOVA (Paradigm 3 Time point). Individual time points are analyzed with a one-way ANOVA on paradigms. Hepatic glycogen
(Figure 4D) was analyzed for overall differences with a two-way ANOVA (Paradigm3 Time point), with individual time points analyzed
with a one-way ANOVA on paradigms.

DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY

The RNA-Seq datasets generated in this paper are available at Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) under the accession number GEO:
GSE118967. Rawdata for thewestern blot analysis are freely accessible via the following link: https://doi.org/10.17632/t7gnz745kw.1
(Mendeley).
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Figure S1: Mice fed arrhythmically remain behaviorally rhythmic (related to Figure 1). 
(A) Pictures of the feeding system. Note that the lid blocks the access to 7 out of the 8 food 
compartments such that only 3 hours of food is available at one time. (B) Food eaten from each 
of the eight compartments for the first seven consecutive days of feeding while mice are all on 
ad libitum feeding, n=18 per feeding paradigm. AR: arrhythmic feeding (red); DR: dampened 
feeding rhythm (orange); LB: ad libitum feeding (black); NR: night-restricted feeding (gray) (C-E) 
Seven consecutive days of body temperature, physical activity, and lick counts that are 
averaged in Figure 1D-F (n=7-8 per feeding paradigm). (C’-E’) Quantification of the seven 
consecutive days represented in (C-E), with empty bars corresponding to the data recorded 
during daytime, and solid bars to data recorded during nighttime.  
  



 
 
Figure S2: Manipulation of rhythmic food intake impairs rhythmic gene expression in the 
mouse liver (related to Figure 2). 
(A) Phase of the 324 and 555 rhythmic genes within the RRR (genes rhythmic in NR-, LB-, and 
AR-fed mice) and RRA (genes rhythmic in NR- and LB-fed mice, and arrhythmic in AR-fed 
mice) categories for each feeding paradigm, respectively, organized by increasing phase in LB. 
(B) Phase difference of rhythmic expression between NR-, LB-, and AR-fed mice for the 324 
and 555 rhythmic genes within the RRR and RRA categories, respectively. (C) Relative 
amplitude (rAMP) as reported by MetaCycle for all genes within each of the four categories, and 
sorted by feeding paradigm. (D) Rose plots of the phase of rhythmic genes within each 
category. Phases are taken such that LB is used whenever possible; otherwise, the phase from 
the most rhythmic feeding paradigm expressed in that category is used. Categories shown are 
RRR (genes rhythmic in NR-, LB-, and AR-fed mice; 324 genes), RRA (genes rhythmic in NR- 
and LB-fed mice, and arrhythmic in AR-fed mice; 555 genes), RAA (genes rhythmic in NR-fed 
mice only; 1674 genes), and AAR (genes rhythmic in AR-fed mice only; 495 genes). (E) 
Pathway enrichment for the AAR genes. 
  



 
 

Figure S3: Rhythmic food intake drives most hepatic rhythmic gene expression 
independently of the hepatic clock (related to Figure 3). 
(A) Clock gene mRNA expression in the mouse liver. Left: expression in the liver of mice fed 
arrhythmically (AR; red), ad libitum (LB; black), and only at night (NR; gray); datasets from this 



study. Right: expression in the liver of wild-type and Bmal1-/- mice fed only at night; dataset from 
Atger et al., 2015. (B) Genes within the RRR, RRA, RAA, and AAR categories (see description 
below) were binned by phase into 4-hour groups and their expression in both the RFI 
manipulation datasets and Bmal1-/- datasets (from Atger et al. 2015) were standardized 
separately. The standardized median value ± 95% confidence interval for each timepoint, 
binned group, and rhythmic category were then plotted for both datasets. RRR (genes rhythmic 
in NR-, LB-, and AR-fed mice; 324 genes), RRA (genes rhythmic in NR- and LB-fed mice, and 
arrhythmic in AR-fed mice; 555 genes), RAA (genes rhythmic in NR-fed mice only; 1674 genes), 
and AAR (genes rhythmic in AR-fed mice only; 495 genes). (C) Phase distribution and phase 
difference between wild-type vs. Bmal1-/- mice for genes significantly affected by rhythmic food 
intake (NR-fed vs. AR-fed gene expression; DODR p-value £ 0.05) but not affected by circadian 
clock disruption (wild-type vs. Bmal1-/- mice; DODR p-value > 0.05). Left: analysis on genes 
from the RRR, RRA, and RAA categories. Right: analysis on all genes expressed in the mouse 
liver. Mouse liver gene expression in wild-type and Bmal1-/- mice were retrieved from a public 
dataset (Atger et al. 2015).  
  



 
 
Figure S4: Rhythmic food intake contributes to the timing of metabolic and signaling 
pathways independently of the hepatic clock (related to Figure 4).  
(A) Mouse liver mRNA expression for genes involved in glycogenesis, lipogenesis, and 
cholesterol biosynthesis in wild-type (green) and Bmal1-/- (cyan) mice fed only at night (datasets 
from Atger, et al. 2015). Effect of RFI manipulation on the expression of these 15 genes in the 
mouse liver is shown in Figure 4F-J. 
  



Table S1 (related to STAR Methods): Statistical analysis of rhythmic gene expression. 
 
Table S1A: Number of rhythmically expressed genes in the mouse liver based on the feeding 
paradigm and the statistical program (q-value£ 0.05). AR: arrhythmic feeding; LB: ad libitum 
feeding; NR: night-restricted feeding.  
 
Program AR LB NR 
Harmonic regression 390 800 1814 
Metacycle 1345 1630 3103 
F24 417 880 1874 
RAIN 1527 2287 3344 

 
 
Table S1B: Number of rhythmically expressed genes based on the feeding paradigm (AR: 
arrhythmic feeding; LB: ad libitum feeding; NR: night-restricted feeding) and the number of 
programs that classify a gene as rhythmically expressed (q-value£ 0.05). The four programs 
used were Harmonic regression (Luck et al., 2014), Metacycle (Wu et al., 2016), F24 (Wijnen et 
al., 2005), and RAIN (Thaben and Westermark, 2014). 
 
Number of programs AR LB NR 
1 1811 2473 3767 
2 1061 1454 2718 
3 448 912 1926 
4 359 758 1724 
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